Evolutionary Many-Objective Optimization Based on Adversarial Decomposition.
The decomposition-based evolutionary algorithm has become an increasingly popular choice for posterior multiobjective optimization. Facing the challenges of an increasing number of objectives, many techniques have been developed which help to balance the convergence and diversity. Nevertheless, according to a recent study by Ishibuchi et al., due to the predefined search directions toward the ideal point, their performance strongly depends on the Pareto front (PF) shapes, especially the orientation of the PFs. To balance the convergence and diversity for decomposition-based methods and to alleviate their performance dependence on the orientation of the PFs, this paper develops an adversarial decomposition method for many-objective optimization, which leverages the complementary characteristics of different subproblem formulations within a single paradigm. More specifically, two populations are co-evolved by two subproblem formulations with different contours and adversarial search directions. To avoid allocating redundant computational resources to the same region of the PF, the two populations are matched into one-to-one solution pairs according to their working regions upon the PF. Each solution pair can at most contribute one principal mating parent during the mating selection process. When comparing nine state-of-the-art many-objective optimizers, we have witnessed the competitive performance of our proposed algorithm on 130 many-objective test problems with various characteristics, including regular and inverted PFs.